FIRST OVER EVEREST
kept running needlessly on the ground whilst the crew vv
still fixing themselves up in their gear.	X;'••
Fellowes was the passenger on the thrilling day of the initial *
test, in one machine, and Blacker in the other.
Anxiety was intense, not only because all our hopes turned
on the actual result, but from the possibility that any one of a
thousand hitches might happen and delay die expedition till
the Indian monsoon supervened and wrecked our hopes.
Hence the race against time. The excitement when die day
arrived, and there was at last blue sky above Yeovil was such
that all went about dazed, and as men in a dream. The actual
take off from the ground of these aeroplanes looks so easy and
humdrum as amount almost to bathos. So it happened, and the
litde crowd of experts, photographers and Press men looked
at each odier with blank expressions as the Houston-Westland
faded from their sight in a very few minutes into the misty
English sky.
The interval of waiting seemed like hours, but at last all was
well. Both aeroplanes behaved admirably. Not only did they
surpass the promised height by a comfortable margin, but die
engines had run with the smoothness of sewing-machines. The
anxious observers had watched incessandy the electrical ther-
mometers connected to each cylinder, but the readings had not
varied so much as by a degree up to where the altimeters had
registered 37,500 feet, and die yard-long thermometers out on
the struts had indicated die awesome temperature of minus
sixty-one degrees centigrade. All went according to plan on
the test flights, thanks to the Westland and Bristol Companies.
Although the machines behaved perfectly, there were a few
exciting adventures for the flyers.
On one of die flights, after soaring almost despairingly
through an immense blanket of cloud, for 20,000 feet, the
machine at last came into the real blue of heaven, and looking
down, the pilot and observer saw themselves on the borders of
Kent.
As ill luck would have it, at the 29,ooo-foot level the pilot's
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